Benzo[alpyrene (BaP) induced significant morphological transformation of clone A31-1-13 BALB/c-3T3 cells without exogenous activation. Therefore, BaP was selected as a model to determine the internal consistency of detection of chemical-induced transformation. BaP induced a continuum of type I-III foci of different sizes, and the ratio of type I-III to type III foci/vessel was usually about 2-fold. The major finding was that BaP induced highly significant transformation responses, and the magnitude of these responses were inversely correlated with the cytotoxicity of the treatment doses. Thus, the induction of BaP-induced transformation behaved as though it was caused by a mutational event. Variability among responses were shown to depend on the serum lot and the cryopreserved ampule of cells. In addition, experiments with low spontaneous transformation responses had an impaired ability to detect BaP; however, experiments with high or normal spontaneous responses had a normal ability to detect BaP. Because the expression of BaP-induced transformation depended on both the cytotoxicity of the treatment and the cumulative number of mitoses, the frequency of BaP-induced transformation should be reported as the number of foci/vessel, but not expressed as the number of foci/viable cell surviving the chemical treatment. These conclusions are important because the same 110 experiments described in this report were also used to evaluate the transformation responses of many different carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic chemicals. These data are being reported separately.
Introduction
There have been a number of reports describing chemical-induced morphological transformation of BALB/c-3T3 cells (1) (2) (3) (4) , and these investigations invariably used 3-methylcholanthrene (MCA) as the positive control. In addition, government agencies (5) and scientific committees (6) MCA induced very high transformation responses over a two log range in concentrations from 0.1 to 10 pLg/ml, whereas most test chemicals, such as N-methyl-Nnitro-N'-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), induced transformation over a limited range of treatment doses (i.e., 0.5-2.0 p,g/mL MNNG; data not presented). In addition, 48 or 72-hr MCA treatments induced cytotoxic responses that changed very gradually with concentration over a threelog range, whereas most chemicals under similar treatment conditions induced sharp dose-related changes in cytotoxicity. Thus, MCA was not a good choice to investigate the effect of different experimental parameters on chemical-induced cytotoxic and transformation responses.
Therefore, this laboratory investigated four chemicals to be substituted for MCA as a possible positive control for the BALB/c-3T3 cell transformation assay: benzo[a]-pyrene (BaP), 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BUdR), cytosine arabinoside, and N-methyl-N'-nitro-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG). All four chemicals induced highly significant transformation responses (data not reported). In contrast to MCA, all four chemicals induced dose-related increases in both cytotoxic and transformation responses over a relatively short range of treatment doses. Previously, BaP and MNNG have also been demonstrated to be active in this assay (1) (2) (3) (4) . BaP was selected as the positive control for the BALB/c-3T3 transformation assay over the other three chemicals, because many carcinogens in rodent bioassay are thought to require cellular metabolism to become carcinogenic and are not considered direct-acting mutagenic chemicals (7, 8) . Thus, BaPwas selected because it acts as a mutagen only after the parent chemical has been metabolized by cells, or with an exogenous activation system (9) . This report summarizes data obtained in 110 transformation experiments conducted over a 2-year period. BaP was used as the positive control and tested at two treatment doses. To eliminate experimental parameters known to influence detection of transformation responses, all experiments were conducted using only two lots of fetal bovine serum (FBS), two frozen pools of BaP, and a single cryopreserved pool of wild type (WT) cells. Furthermore, since WT BALB/c-3T3 cells expressed a continuum of type I-III foci of different sizes (10) , the significance of chemical-induced responses could possibly be influenced by the inherent subjectivity of scoring morphological variants. Therefore, all of the foci observed in these experiments were recorded and analyzed.
Materials and Methods

Cell Culture
The investigations in this report used the 1-13 clone of A31 BALB/c-3T3 cells (11, 12) . The materials and methods used to culture the cells have been previously reported in detail (13) and are summarized in part I of these investigations (10) .
Standard Clonal Survival Assay
The standard clonal survival assay, using low-density cultures of BALB/c-3T3 cells, was conducted according to our modification (13) of the method described by Kakunaga (14) . Briefly, 200 WT cells were seeded in either 60-mm culture dishes (Corning, Corning, NY) or 25-cm2 culture flasks (Corning). BaP (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) treatment doses were applied to triplicate cultures for 48 hr beginning 2 days after seeding. BaP treatments were terminated by removal of the treatment medium, washing the culture vessels twice with Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS; Quality Biologicals, Gaithersburg, MD), and fed with culture medium. After a total culture period of 8 days, the vessels were washed, fixed in methanol, stained with Giemsa, and colonies of cells were hand tabulated according to the procedure described in part IV of these investigations (15) .
Co-Culture Clonal Survival Assay and Transformation Assay
The procedure used for the co-culture clonal survival assay has been previously reported in detail (13, 16) and is summarized in part III of this series (17) .
BaP-induced transformation of BALB/c-3T3 cells was evaluated in a standard transformation assay protocol that has been reported in detail (13) and is summarized in these investigations in part IV (15) . Briefly, each transformation assay contained three components: a standard clonal survival assay (13, 15) , a co-culture clonal survival assay (13, 17) , and a transformation assay (13, 15) . In each experiment, BaP-induced transformation was detected in the positive control, which consisted of 20 vessels seeded with 3.2 x 104 cells/vessel. BaP doses were applied to cell cultures for 48 hr, day 2-4, using standard procedures (13, 15) .
Evaluation of Transformed Foci
The method used to evaluate transformed foci of BALB/ c-3T3 cells has been reported in detail (13) and is summarized in Part IV of this series (15) of these investigations. Briefly, the number of type I-III transformed foci of BALB/c-3T3 cells were identified microscopically using published criteria (5) (6) 14, (18) (19) , and type III foci had three phenotypic properties: piling and overlapping cells, disorientation of cells at the periphery of the focus, and invasion of transformed cells into a contact-inhibited monolayer of WT cells. Type I and II foci also appeared in many different sizes, but they lacked one or more of the three phenotypic properties of the type III transformed focus.
Handling of Test Chemical
Two large batches of BaP were prepared and used during this investigation. Experiments 1-84 used the first batch of BaP, and experiments 84-110 used the second batch. Both batches of BaP were tested in the same experiment, and they induced comparable cytotoxic and transformation responses (unpublished data). The BaP was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 5 mg/mL and diluted with DMSO to prepare 100 [Lg/mL aliquots of BaP. The ampules containing 100 p,g/mL BaP were frozen and stored until use in experiments. The 100 ,ug/mL BaP stock was diluted 100-fold with culture medium to a 5-fold concentrated dosing solution of 1.0 ,ug/mL, and 1 mL of this was rapidly administered to culture vessels containing 4 mL of culture medium.
Statistical Methods
The method used to determine the distribution of spontaneous transformed foci of BALB/c-3T3 cells has been previously reported (13, (20) (21) and is described in detail in part I of these investigations (10) . Briefly, after examining several mathematical transformations (22) , the data were found to fit a logarithmic (log1o) transformation (10, 13, 20) .
The significance of different sets of transformation responses was determined in three steps using SAS software (23) . First, an analysis of variance was performed on log1o data using the F-test. Second, the significance of responses was calculated using modifications of the Student's t-test, one assuming equal variance (EV) between the control and comparison set and the other assuming unequal variance (UV). The correct t-statistic was distinguished by a F-test confidence level of 5% (i.e., p < 0.05). Third, the probability of individual sets of data having a significant activity was determined using the appropriate EV or UV t-statistic.
Rank-ordering of BaP-induced 7hansformation Responses. BaP-induced highly significant transformation responses in 109/110 experiments and was inactive only in experiment 62. The magnitude of the BaP responses was variable and could be rank-ordered on the basis of the statistical significance of the response. A rank-order method using t-statistics was selected because the magnitude of the t-statistic was proportional to the significance of the BaP response and was independent of the magnitude of the spontaneous response. The significance of each BaP response, or average t-statistic, was calculated by averaging the t-statistics of the two treatment doses. Negative t-statistics were arbitrarily assigned the value of zero (Table Al) . The large range of spontaneous responses in the 110 experiments [refer to part I of these investigations (10) ] precluded the use of the mean BaP response to rank-order BaP responses. A similar method of combining significance levels has been employed using z-statistics from nonparametric statistical tests (24) .
Statistical Sensitivity versus Frequency of Spontaneous Thansformation. The magnitude of the frequencies of spontaneous transformation in the BALB/c-3T3 cell transformation assay was variable among the 110 experiments, and the experimental parameters affecting spontaneous frequencies have been reported (10) . Variability among spontaneous frequencies directly affected the ability of a transformation assays to discriminate a significant test chemical-induced response. Experiments with a spontaneous frequency lower than the median frequency had a lower statistical sensitivity to detect test chemical transformation responses. Conversely, experiments with a spontaneous frequency higher than the median frequency had a higher statistical sensitivity to detect chemical responses.
The statistical sensitivity can be determined by calculating the ratio of the t-statistic of the experimental (i.e., texP) divided by the t-statistic of the median experiment (i.e., tmed). Thus, the statistical sensitivity is equal to the ratio of XexP/SEexP divided by Xmed/SEmed. The Xexp and Xmed are the mean experimental and median spontaneous frequencies, and the SEeXP and SEmed are the standard errors of the mean experimental and median spontaneous frequencies. The statistical sensitivity ratio was calculated for each of the 110 experiments and used to rank-order the experiments from the highest to the lowest in terms of statistical sensitivity (Table A2) In some experiments the two BaP treatment doses had responses that were both higher than the median responses, and these experiments had a high detection sensitivity for BaP. Conversely, some experiments had both two BaP transformation responses that were lower than the median responses, and these experiments had low detection sensitivity for BaP. After separating experiments according to FBS lot used (Table 1) , the magnitude of the BaP transformation responses detected at two treatment doses per experiment were compared statistically to the median activity. The t-statistics from the two doses were averaged by adding the two t-statistics and dividing this number by the square root of n (i.e., square root of 2 or 1.414).
In contrast, a portion of the experiments had two BaP responses in which one BaP response was larger then the median response and the other was smaller than the median response. These experiments had responses with t-statistics with opposite signs relative to the median BaP responses; therefore, the detection sensitivities of these experiments were indistinguishable from the median BaP responses. Table 1 , and experimental data from individual experiments are provided in detail in Table Al . The data presented in Table 1 show that the median spontaneous transformation response detected in experiments using FBS lot A was less than the median response detected for experiments using serum lot B, i.e., 0.43 versus 0.61 type III foci/vessel, respectively. In contrast, the median BaP-induced transformation responses detected for 0. 20 Table A1 ) and,were outliers in this investigation (15 bThe cytotoxic response of BaP at the levels indicated in the 110 experiments was measured in either a standard or a co-culture clonal survival assay (see Materials and Methods). The cytotoxic response represents the %RCE of the BaP-treated cell cultures relative to the untreated cell cultures. The median cytotoxic responses were determined by rank-ordering the responses from experiments that used the two different FBS lots.
Results
Effect of Experimental
cThe BaP-induced transformation responses at the levels indicated were calculated using a three-step procedure involving the loglo mathematical transformed data (see Materials and Methods). The arithmetic value of the transformation response, or foci/vessel, represents the anti-log of the log10 mean transformation response minus one.
dThe significance of groups of BaP-induced transformation responses was calculated using SAS software (23), as described in the text. The t-statistic according to the F-test was used to calculate the statistics in this table. The t-statistics of each treatment dose were averaged to determine the average t-statistic.
eOutlier ampule of cells. The cells from ampule 1N had a very high average spontaneous transformation frequency that has been reported to be an outlier relative to the other 17 ampules of cells used in this investigation (15) . These frequencies resulted in significantly high statistical sensitivity. most significant BaP transformation responses, with a mean t-statistic of 16.5. This mean t-statistic was obtained by averaging the mean t-statistics of 12.4 and 20.6 for the 0.0633 and 0.200 pug/mL BaP treatment doses, respectively. Conversely, ampule 10 using FBS lot B had the least significant BaP transformation response, with an average t-statistic of 6.31.
The median significance of the experiments using FBS lot A and ampule of cells lA-1L was a t-statistic of 11.9 (Table 2 ). In contrast, the median significance of the experiments using FBS lot B and ampule of cells 1L-iR was much lower and had a t-statistic of 7.89. The overwhelming majority of experiments using FBS lot A had more significant transformation responses than those detected in experiments using FBS Table Al . The experiments with the different BaP detection sensitivities were rank-ordered from the experiment with the highest to the lowest sensitivities for each ampule of cells. Because the experiments had increasing passage number for increasing experiment numbers, an effect of passage on the significance of the BaP transformation response would result in a sequencing the experiments for each ampule of cells. These data clearly showed that increasing passage level of laboratory cultures had no effect on the detection sensitivity for BaP. The same conclusion was reached ifthe 0.20 ,ug/mL BaP treatment alone or the 0.063 ,ug/mL BaP treatment alone were used to rank-order the data.
Frequency of Spontaneous Ransformation. The frequencies of spontaneous transformation and BaP-induced transformation responses detected in the 110 experiments both included activities that were high and low relative to the median activities. If the two types of activities were mechanistically related, then an elevated frequency of spontaneous transformation could have automatically resulted in an elevated BaP response. However, the data presented in Table 2 Taken together, the data in Table 3 show that low statistical sensitivities of experiments directly effected the experimental detection sensitivity for BaP. The nine experiments with significantly low statistical sensitivities had no experiments (0/9) with significantly high detection sensitivity. In contrast, 66.7% (6/9) of the experiments with significantly low statistical sensitivity had significantly low detection sensitivity for BaR Thus, a significantly low spontaneous transformation frequency in a experiment was highly correlated with a significantly low BaP transformation response.
In contrast to the experiments with significantly low statistical sensitivity, experiments with high statistical sensitivities or high spontaneous transformation frequencies have no apparent effect on the detection sensitivity for BaP. The 11 experiments with significantly high statistical sensitivity had 36.4% (4/11) bThe BaP-induced transformation responses were calculated using a three-step procedure involving the log10 mathematical transformed data (see cThe significance of groups of BaP-induced transformation responses was calculated using SAS software (23), as described in the text. The t-statistic according to the F-test was used to calculate the statistics in this table. The t-statistics of each treatment dose were averaged to determine the average t-statistic.
dBecause type I-II foci were not scored in experiments 1-6 using ampules LA and 1B, the type I-III foci response could not be determined.
eOutlier ampule of cells. The cells from ampule 1N had a very high average spontaneous transformation frequency that has been reported to be an outlier relative to the other 17 ampules of cells used in this investigation (15) . These frequencies resulted in significantly high statistical sensitivity. parent form of the chemical was metabolized into an electrophilic form (9) , and BALB/c-3T3 cells have been reported to metabolize BaP (4, (25) (26) (Table A2) . Thus, 19 .1% of the experiments in this investigation had spontaneous transformation frequencies that resulted in significantly high or low statistical sensitivity.
Rather than arbitrarily excluding these experiments from the investigation, the impact of high or low statistical sensitivity was examined on the probability of detection either high or low BaP-induced transformation responses (Table 3 ). These analyses revealed that the detection sensitivity for BaP was demonstrated to be diminished in experiments that used cells that had low spontaneous transformation frequencies and had significantly low statistical sensitivity. In contrast, the detection sensitivity for BaP was not changed in experiments that used cells that had high spontaneous transformation frequencies and had significantly high statistical sensitivity. This is an important observation because it shows that each transformation experiment has its own unique statistical sensitivity, as well as its own detection sensitivity for BaP. Furthermore Although the mechanism by which BaP-induced transformation of the 1-13 clone of BALB/c-3T3 cells was not the objective of this investigation, this investigation presents three lines of evidence that are consistent the hypothesis that BaP-induced a mutation(s) in the WT cells and this resulted in the induction of the transformed phenotype (31). According to this hypothesis, the WT cells were genetically altered by the BaP, and the transformed cells acquired the phenotypic capacity to grow within the contact-inhibited monolayer ofWT cells. In support of this hypothesis, spontaneous and chemical-induced transformed phenotype of the 1-13 clone of BALB/c-3T3 cells have both been reported to be stable through many population doublings (10, 14, 20) . In addition, recent evidence reported from this laboratory support the hypothesis that spontaneous transformation was a mutation of the contact-inhibited phenotype of WT BALB/c-3T3 cells (10) . In a related cell transformation system, Grisham has reported that MNNG-induced transformation ofC3H1OT1/2 cells was caused by a mutation of the WT cells (32, 33 In these experiments the cytotoxic activities of individual MNNG and BaP treatment doses were identical at the different seeding densities. Therefore, the increases in MNNG and BaP-induced transformation responses with increasing seeding density were most likely due to an increased number of genetically damaged cells at the higher seeding densities.
The third line of evidence comes from consideration of the metabolism of BaP by BALB/c-3T3 cells (25, 26 (10) . If the frequency of preexisting variants is high relative to the background level of spontaneous transformation, they could make it difficult to detect the BaPinduced transformation response. This prediction was verified, and experiment 62 was the only experiment among 110 experiments in which BaP did not induce significant transformation.
The data from this study were also used to determine the appropriate units to use for the BaP-induced transformation response. In an earlier study we determined that the frequency of spontaneous transformation was directly related to the cumulative number of cell mitoses, and this frequency could be expressed at the number of foci/cell that survived and proliferated to confluence (10) . The frequency of spontaneous transformation has been reported to be about 0.71 x 10-6 for type III foci and 1.55 x 10-6 for the combined total of type I-III foci (10).
These frequencies were calculated based on the absolute number of foci detected in a contact-inhibited cell monolayer containing an estimated 8 x 105 cells/60-mm dish. This response corresponded to the absolute number of type III foci detected and median response of 0.57 foci/ vessel (10) . It was also demonstrated that the detection of spontaneous transformation was independent of the initial seeding density of WT cells over a range of 0.1-3.2 x 104 cells/vessel. Furthermore, the frequency of spontaneous transformation was not dependent on the cytotoxicity of any chemical treatment because all solvent vehicles were used at noncytotoxic concentrations (17) .
Thus, the choice ofthe proper method for expressing the BaP-induced transformation response was a more complex decision than that for expressing the frequency of spontaneous transformation. In contrast to the frequency of spontaneous transformation, the BaP-induced transformation was dependent on the initial seeding density of the cell cultures and the cytotoxicity of the treatment dose. In this respect, the activity of BaP was comparable to that of a chemical being tested for mutagenic activity. However, the expression of the transformation phenotype also depends on the cumulative number of mitoses (10) . Thus, the BaP transformation response is directly influenced by three separate experimental parameters: cell seeding density, cytotoxicity of the treatment dose, and the cumulative number of cell mitoses. laken together, the most appropriate method for expressing the BaP transformation response is in terms of foci/vessel.
Finally, the large shift in BaP-induced cytotoxic responses detected in the two types of clonal survival assays used in this investigation is similar to that reported for other test chemicals (16, 17) . The LD50 detected in the standard clonal survival assay using 200 cells was 10-fold lower than the LD50 detected in the modified clonal survival assay using 3.2 x 104 WT and 200 OUAr cells. In other words, the BaP was much less cytotoxic to the relatively high cell densities used in transformation assays than to the low density cultures of 200 cells. The mechanism for this difference in cytotoxic activities is unknown, but it has been detected for several chemicals (16, 17) . (20) 110/ ND (20) 39/ ND (20) 114/ ND (20) 116/ ND (20) 126/408 (20) 77/212 (20) 195/637 (20) 105/198 (20) 108/205 (20) 244/494 (19) 128/347 (20) 122/293 (20) 167/523 (20) 158/346 (20) 214/614 (20) 73 
